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Crossing the Sweetwater, by David Koch; oil on canvas, 55" x 44".
© 2002, by David Koch.



what they are talking about.” Percy admits that an unmediated encounter
with raw experience is problematic, but it’s a question of submission and
subordination, a question of what role the paratext or “symbolic package”
asks us to play.

Admittedly, we are not a tabula rasa, free of all forms of mediation. I
suppose I’m less optimistic than Percy about the possibility of becoming
completely sovereign. At the same time, however, Percy’s observation that
“symbolic packages” turn us into consumers of prepared experience
makes a great deal of sense, especially in the context of religious art. The
presence of titles and names, but more importantly, the presence of ex-
planatory notes that often accompany religious art, certainly provides a
framework that limits possible connections even as the notes clarify and
enrich our experience. This process may be comforting, a kind of buoy
that keeps us afloat as we struggle for meaning, but it bridles the prolifera-
tion of significance, undecidability, and indeterminacy. In short, it
circumscribes meaning.

Oddly enough, paratexts accompany even realistic and idealistic art.
For example, the July issue of the 2004 Ensign reproduces a David Koch
painting of men and women crossing the Sweetwater River. Without
much effort, we can conclude that these are iconic handcart pioneers who
exemplify tenacity, strength, and sacrifice. The mother lifts her skirt as she
carries a baby across the water and provides stability to a teenage daughter.
A man and woman pull a handcart as another man pushes, and we see
that these pioneers are but one of many groups. The title Crossing the

Sweetwater is helpful for the uninitiated; but below the image, we read, “In
1856 J. D. T. McAllister wrote a happy tune for the handcart pioneers:
‘For some must push and some must pull, / As we go marching up the
hill; / So merrily on our way we go / Until we reach the Valleyo’ (Children’s

Songbook, 220). Here the pioneers cross the Sweetwater River.” The
paratext does more than explain the image—for little needs explaining.
The caption provides a rather Pollyanna version of the experience by put-
ting a happy face on what was always an arduous if not life-threatening
and life-taking journey. The paratext shapes our perception of the
handcart experience, framing the experience in terms of children playing.

In the January 2003 inside cover of the Ensign, we find a work by
Linda Curley Christensen who attempts to convey an abstract concept us-
ing juxtaposition between the image and the title. The painting appears at
first to be a rather ordinary landscape rendered in realist fashion.
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Christensen portrays a stream and pool amid some trees, shrubs, and
flowers. However, in the upper center of the image, there is a hint of a
stone doorway allowing a beam of light so bright that we no longer recog-
nize trees or shrubs. However, the incongruous title of the painting, Perfect

Love Casteth Out Fear, encourages us to move beyond realism into abstrac-
tion. As a paratext, the title provides a context for the image, but doesn’t
explain the image. We work hard to make sense of the juxtaposition be-
tween the landscape and the scriptural passage that functions as its title.
But immediately below the title and attribution, we read, “The glorious
light of the sun illuminating our lives is often used as a symbol of our Sav-
ior and His love for us, reminding us that ‘God is love; and he that
dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and God in him. Herein is our love
made perfect. . . . There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear’
(1 John 4:16–18).” This paratext interprets the painting for us, limiting
the connections and associations we might generate on our own. The
scripture is a “preformed complex” or a “symbolic package” that mediates
our experience. Of course, we can continue to make sense of the work,
but we are not encouraged to do so. In a sense, the painting now merely
illustrates the explanatory text.

Finally, I can sympathize with a viewer who desires paratextual com-
mentary or symbolic packages when faced with, say, Bethanne Andersen’s
The Last Supper (Place Setting) (1982) reproduced in Images of Faith: Art of

the Latter-day Saints but once featured at the Museum of Church History
and Art.51 We see a bluish-white, textured background. In the center of
the painting, we notice two purple circles. To the right of each circle, we
see what resembles a two-year-old’s attempt to draw the letter “Y.” A few
vertical lines are also to the right of each purple circle. Below the circles
and centered, we see a portion of a rainbow. (See front cover.) The paint-
ing mystifies. What are these enigmatic figures? The rainbow suggests a
connection with Noah, but the purple circles and brown lines don’t nec-
essarily invoke a boat, flood, or animals. Perhaps we’re peering at a vine-
yard with grapes and stakes. Perhaps the rainbow conveys a sense of prom-
ise, and the “vineyard” suggests Christ and the true vine, the ultimate
fulfillment of Noah’s sign of peace.

The artist’s title, The Last Supper (Place Setting) steers us in another di-
rection. As we refocus, we now see plates, goblets, and perhaps knives. We
might notice the extra light that seems to flow into or out of the “goblet,”
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implying, perhaps, a difference in revelation, insight, and purity. We then
read the paratextual commentary supplied in the margin:

Bethanne Andersen (1954– )
Pastel on Paper, 22" x 30" (55.8 cm x 76.2 cm)
Museum of Church History and Art

This unusual view of the last supper shows Christ’s place setting at the
table during his final meal before the crucifixion. His plate and goblet sit
on the table. The work is an attempt to understand from Christ’s point of
view all that would go on before and after that famous meal. Many of
Andersen’s works are introspective and personal. In her work, she tries to
understand the inner state of the soul. She has written, “In my drawings I
use personal symbols to rethink an experience and create new ones.”52

Admittedly, this explanatory note is helpful. The text opens up in-
terpretive doors that many find comforting and enlightening. And the in-
formation is more complex than it looks, for in addition to the explicit in-
terpretive claims—“The work is an attempt to understand from Christ’s
point of view all that would go on before and after that famous meal”—the
note contextualizes the artwork in terms of the artist’s identity, medium
used, size, ownership, and artist’s own commentary. The paratext pro-
vides us with multiple contexts to begin to make sense of the painting.
Nevertheless, the commentary mediates our experience, privileging cer-
tain ways of viewing the painting while ignoring others.

Let me be clear. I am not suggesting that we can make sense of a
work of art outside of a signifying context, that meaning is inherent in a
work, or that we can spontaneously understand a work of art’s complexi-
ties, layers, and nuances. However, I am saying that contexts—symbolic
packages, interpretive frames, paratextual commentary—constrain even as
they enable. Contexts generate certain meanings even as they limit mean-
ings. Therefore, it is not a simple choice between authenticity and artifice,
purity and contamination, innocence or knowledge. And this is no idle
observation. As art historian and painter John Berger reminds us, “The
idea of innocence faces two ways. By refusing to enter a conspiracy, one re-
mains innocent of that conspiracy. But to remain innocent may also be to
remain ignorant.”53 My point is that we should acknowledge the force
and function of paratexts, that we should identify the gains and limita-
tions of commentary that accompanies works of art. This move shifts our
attention from mere evaluation—Is paratextual commentary good or
bad?—to a focus on function or effect: In what ways does this paratext
shape my response?
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Signature

While I don’t find any sinister intent in this desire to guide viewers,
the result still makes me pause. This practice of circumscribing meaning
implies that there is only one valid reading of an image. Alternative inter-
pretations are, supposedly, examples of “reading too much into an image”
or instances of trespassing on an artist’s intention. But the implications
are, perhaps, more profound. Uncertainty, proliferation of meaning, ab-
straction, and ambiguity are not recognized as legitimate forms of reli-
gious experiences. They are problems, obstacles to overcome, perhaps
even evidence of a wandering soul who has gone astray, adrift in a sea of
meaning. Just as we are supposed to be “one in Christ,” we are supposed
to arrive at the same interpretive conclusions. Unity, harmony, and
agreement must prevail.

I suppose my analysis merely echoes Elder Stephen L Richards who,
in “An Open Letter to College Students,” ponders the limiting effect of
our human attempts to portray the divine: “What if Hebrew prophets,
conversant with only a small fraction of the surface of the earth, thinking
and writing in terms of their own limited geography and tribal relations
did interpret Him in terms of a tribal king and so limit His personality
and the laws of the universe under His control to the dominion with
which they were familiar?” Elder Richards points out that even a prophet,
an inspired “interpreter,” cannot escape his historical context, for he can-
not “present his interpretation and conception in terms other than those
with which he has had experience and acquaintance.” And what if Divin-
ity reveals “higher and more exalted truths than he has ever before known
and unfold[s] to his spiritual eyes visions of the past, forecasts of the future
and circumstances of the utmost novelty, how will the inspired man inter-
pret?” Acknowledging the enabling and constraining effects of context, El-
der Richards concludes that this prophet will make sense of and convey
his observations “in the language he knows and in the terms of expression
with which his knowledge and experience have made him familiar.”54

We can conclude that pictorial realism and idealism reveal more
about us and our cultural baggage than they do about spiritual truths. Our
images display our own interpretations and our own yearnings. And so
the phrase, “We make God in our own image,” seems to make a little
more sense. I can understand why Jewish law prohibited graven images,
and I can sympathize with medieval mystics whose theological treatises of-
ten celebrate an ineffable, indescribable God. Our penchant for worship-
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ping our own concepts of the divine is, perhaps, too strong for our own
good. The figurative becomes literal, and the literal limits and misguides
us. On the other hand, I’m comforted that there are artists seeking to ex-
press the intangible, or as Jean-François Lyotard proclaims, “It is our busi-
ness not to supply reality but to invent allusions to the conceivable which
cannot be presented.”55 These attempts may inspire art that may not be
“safe,” for these images revel in openness, multiplicity, and individualism.
Conceptual lines are blurry; interpretations are unpredictable, and there
may not be an arrival point. Ironically, compared to the images we en-
counter most often, perhaps these works represent life more realistically,
and they may be more accurate in embodying our ideals that often tran-
scend worldly attempts to articulate the divine.

The presence of risk in art recalls Wayne Booth’s observations in
“Art and the Church: or ‘The Truths of Smoother,’” the keynote address
for the 1980 BYU Humanities Symposium. Booth uses the model of C. S.
Lewis’s The Screwtape Letters to comment on the state and function of
Mormon art. At one point, the “Chief” instructs his protégé “Smoother”
about their mission: “What we are out to do, I must repeat, is to prevent
spiritual awareness, the depth of spiritual experience, and the genuine
growth in individual souls that comes through loving exchange of experi-
ence in a community of such souls. . . . Have you forgotten our slogan, in-
scribed over the very door you must pass through each time you return
from Earth? ‘Homogenize, tranquilize, desensitize!’”56 I am not suggest-
ing that realism and idealism always deaden us, and I don’t mean to imply
that nonobjective art always enlivens. But I am saying that we need art
that stimulates, and we need art that expresses the full spectrum of spiri-
tual experience. Anything less diminishes our existence, leaving us with
more of the same. We stagnate.

As I reflect again on the Holocaust Memorial Museum, I’m re-
minded of Latter-day Saint temples whose architectural spaces echo the
tension between presence and absence. Nearly every celestial room in the
temple system is void of any representation of the divine. At most, the di-
vine is conveyed abstractly in that the rooms merely express simple utility
(chairs, couches, tables with flower arrangements) and fine craftsmanship
in furniture and architectural and interior design. Encouraged by this ab-
stract space, participants sit and reflect with a minimal amount of distrac-
tion or interference. The relatively sparse room is a striking departure
from previous rooms that either present a barrage of slick images and sur-
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round-sound available in newer temples or the elaborate, sensory-rich alle-
gorical murals and live drama in older temples. Celestial rooms testify to a
need to reflect and engage in the construction of meaning. The rooms ac-
knowledge and reclaim an essential element of spirituality—the
emotional, the intangible, the inexpressible. My plea is that we have more
opportunities to do so.
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